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Abstract. There is a lack of a single architecture specification that
addresses the needs of trusted and secure Artificial Intelligence systems
with humans in the loop, such as human-centered manufacturing systems
at the core of the evolution towards Industry 5.0. To realize this, we
propose an architecture that integrates forecasts, Explainable Artificial
Intelligence, supports collecting users’ feedback and uses Active Learning
and Simulated Reality to enhance forecasts and provide decision-making
recommendations. The architecture security is addressed as a general
concern. We align the proposed architecture with the Big Data Value
Association Reference Architecture Model. We tailor it for the domain
of demand forecasting and validate it on a real-world case study.
Keywords: Industry 4.0 · Smart Manufacturing · Explainable Artificial
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Introduction

The increasing digitalization of manufacturing has enabled the transition to
the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0). Based on Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and technologies such as cloud computing, the Industrial Internet
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of Things (IIoT), and Artificial Intelligence (AI), Industry 4.0 enables flexible
production lines and supports innovative functionalities such as mass customization, predictive maintenance, zero-defect manufacturing, and digital twins[17].
State-of-the-art AI systems in industrial plants operate in controlled environments. Nevertheless, industrial plants’ AI systems must be safe, trusted, and
secure, even when operating in dynamic, unstructured, and unpredictable environments. Ensuring these systems’ safety and reliability is a key prerequisite for
deploying them at scale and fully leveraging AI’s benefits in manufacturing[7].
The increasing AI adoption in manufacturing has prompted researchers and
digital manufacturing communities to research solutions that boost the development of secure and trusted AI systems in production lines and their compliance
to ethical principles. A prominent example is the surge of research on Explainable AI (XAI), a field of AI concerned with building models transparent to users
or techniques that provide insights on key factors influencing the model’s forecast. Such insights help to assess the soundness of given forecasts and aid human
decision-making. In the particular manufacturing case, XAI boosts AI solutions’
transparency and increases human workers’ acceptance. Though much research
was done regarding XAI techniques, there is still little research on how the forecast explanations affect human decision-making. To assess their impact, human
feedback is required. Human feedback collection regarding AI models and forecast explanations can be addressed as an Active Learning (AL) problem. AL
enables AI systems to operate in the absence of enough labeled data and consult an authoritative source (e.g., query a human expert) to obtain the required
annotations. Focusing knowledge acquisition only on the most promising data
instances accelerates knowledge acquisition and increases industrial systems’ robustness.
The increasing digitalization and the development and deployment of AI
models have increased vulnerabilities to cyber-attacks. In particular, AI models
are vulnerable to attacks in the training phase (e.g., poisoning) and operational
phase (e.g., evasion). AI models and XAI techniques must be robust against
adversarial attacks.
The development, deployment, and operation of efficient industrial systems
that combine advanced AI systems with appropriate cyber-defense strategies
must be grounded in well-structured architectures. The latter boost the scalability and efficiency of the systems while at the same time facilitating their
integration. In recent years, standards-development organizations, industrial associations, and research groups have introduced reference architecture models for
industrial systems. For instance, the Reference Architecture Model for Industry
4.0 (RAMI 4.0)[14] illustrates the main building blocks of Industry 4.0 systems
and presents how to develop an industrial system in a structured way. As another
example, the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) has introduced the Industrial
Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA)[2] that specifies a common architecture
framework for developing interoperable IoT systems for different industry verticals, including manufacturing. These architectures do not directly address the
security and safety aspects of industrial systems. Complementary architectural
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frameworks were developed to address them, such as the Industrial Internet
Security Framework (IISF)[3]. Likewise, these architectures do not address the
structuring principles of AI systems (e.g., the building blocks of machine learning pipelines). These principles are also addressed separately in specifications
like the Big Data Value Association (BDVA) Reference Architecture. Overall,
there is no single architecture specification that addresses the needs of trusted
and secure AI systems with humans in the loop, such as human-centered manufacturing systems at the core of the evolution towards Industry 5.0 [10,1].
This paper aims to alleviate this gap based on the description and initial
validation of an architecture for trusted and human-centered AI systems in production environments. The architecture aims to serve as a blueprint for realizing
manufacturing systems that support AI models, XAI, and AL while providing
security guarantees. It provides structuring principles for integrating these modules. It creates synergies between them, aligned with some of the above-listed
reference models, such as the BDVA reference architecture model and the IISF.
Specifically, the introduced architecture leverages layering concepts and components from these architectures towards providing a blueprint for developing
trusted AI systems. Leveraging on these blueprints, we also illustrate how cybersecurity components for industrial AI systems are combined with XAI and
AL to enable trusted, human-centered AI. The architecture is instantiated and
validated on a real-world use case regarding demand forecasting.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related
work, and Section 3 describes the proposed architecture and its application to
demand forecasting. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss an implementation, provide
our conclusions and outline future work.

2

Related Work

The increasing digitalization of manufacturing enables the creation of AI models
for multiple use cases. When decisions are made based on forecasts, they should
be accompanied with explanations on how those forecasts were reached by the
model[12,8]. Such explanations can help the user understand the model reasoning, evaluate the soundness of the forecasts and explanation provided, increasing
trust in the model, and avoid costly mistakes. Explanations must be contextual
to the user[6]. They can inform key factors influencing the forecast, emphasize
the actionable aspects and provide examples of how changes in certain variables
can change the forecast outcome. Forecast explanation’s quality is a matter of
ongoing research, where user feedback can be crucial. To realize it,[18] proposed
a framework with three components: a forecasting engine, an explanation engine,
and a feedback loop to learn from the users.
Two core ideas drive research in AL: (i) the learner can benefit from asking questions, and (ii) unlabeled data is available or easily obtained[15]. AL
strategies can selectively choose the items to be presented to the user, for which
feedback is expected. Since users are usually reluctant to provide it, AL strategies enable to identify a small set of items on which users’ input can convey the
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system valuable information[5]. In particular, AL can collect feedback for given
forecasts, forecast explanations, and decision-making options.
While AL is concerned with selecting the most informative unlabeled data
instances and querying labels for them, simulated reality provides the capability
to generate synthetic data in a supervised setting. Such data augmentation is
valuable, e.g., in the context of imbalanced datasets, such as infrequent demand
items or visual quality inspection[19]. Simulated reality is also a key component
for reinforcement learning (RL). Simulations enable RL agents to explore many
episodes of trial and error to explore and learn efficient policies. By envisioning
the consequences of an action, simulations can help to validate desired outcomes
in a real-world setting[4].
The richness and connectivity enabled by the increased manufacturing digitalization and IoT-based Systems-of-Systems pose a significant risk regarding
malware. Malware can target the network layer and edge devices to extract sensitive information (impacting confidentiality) or alternate data originated by those
devices (impacting trustworthiness). AI models are also subject to cyberattacks,
such as poisoning and evasion[20]. The goal of such attacks is to disrupt the AI
model forecasts to mislead dependent systems and decision-making. Poisoning
consists of altering the training data to disrupt AI models learning and their
later performance. Evasion, on the other side, aims to produce wrong forecasts
on already trained models by providing a carefully perturbed input that confuses
the AI model.
The development of conversational multimodal interfaces can enhance humanmachine interactions[9]. While an output interface can be provided through different modes, conversational interactions allow obtaining complementary information from the user, who can provide locally observed collective knowledge[11]
not captured by other means.
To realize the components and interactions listed above, an architecture
model must be developed, following the best practices introduced by reference
architectures described in Section 1. We introduce such an architecture in Section 3.

3

Proposed Architecture

We propose a modular architecture to enable efficient industrial systems that
combine advanced AI systems with appropriate cyber defense strategies. The
architecture integrates predictions, gathers insights on relevant features, incorporates domain knowledge and context to each prediction, and provides a forecast explanation and decision-making options to the end-user. Cyber-security
is considered across all modules. The architecture (see Fig. 1) comprises the
following components:
– Knowledge Graph: receives data from Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, and other systems
and from the Feedback module, which is mapped into a graph considering
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Fig. 1. Proposed architecture. Fig. 1A displays physical and digital components and
their interactions. Fig. 1B shows how components in Fig. 1A relate to the BDVA
reference architecture model.

relevant concepts and relationships between them. The knowledge graph
can be extended for specific use cases, leveraging existing knowledge and
enriching it with new domain knowledge and data specific to that case.
– Forecasting Module: provides forecasts based on AI and simulation models. Different models are developed regarding the task to be solved (classification, regression, clustering, or ranking). The models require past data to
learn patterns and predict future outcomes based on them. Inputs can be
obtained from the knowledge graph, databases, and external systems, such
as ERP and MES.
– XAI Module: receives input from the Forecasting module to assess which
features are most relevant to a given forecast. Based on them, an explanation
is created for the user, considering their profile, to ensure relevant information is display and confidentiality protected. The XAI module also receives
input from the Feedback module, through which the users assess the goodness of explanations provided and gather knowledge on actions yet unknown
to the system. Such feedback can be used to measure forecast explanation’s
quality, detect biases in the forecasting model, explainability algorithms,
and be used to correct and tailor future explanations and detect potential
poisoning and evasion attacks.
Decision-making module: envisioned as a recommender system. The decisionmaking module considers inputs from the Forecasting, XAI, Simulated reality,
and Feedback modules, to provide decision-making advice to users based on
their profile and context. Based on inputs from the XAI module can create
directive explanations[16], suggesting decision-making options that lead to a
desired outcome.
– Simulated Reality Module: receives input from the Forecasting module,
which could be either a set of predictions or candidate actions. This input
is used to generate alternative scenarios, either through the generation of
synthetic data or the reconfiguration of an RL agent environment. These
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scenarios are evaluated, and the confidence of the algorithm’s predictions
is assessed. The human operator is an active participant in this process,
verifying the simulated scenarios’ plausibility and monitoring the algorithm’s
reactions to them. The output of the component consists of plausible, novel,
or low confidence scenarios provided to the Decision-making module as a
means of robustifying the algorithm’s predictive capacity and covering its
blind spots before an action is taken in the real world. The algorithm can
use the simulation component, either as a means of data augmentation or
for readjusting to novel or anomalous inputs.
– Active Learning Module: monitors existing knowledge and labeled data
to suggest which data instances will be displayed to users to get their feedback and labels. It prioritizes unlabeled data for data instances expected
to contain interesting information. Collected feedback and new labeled instances are consumed by the Forecasting, XAI, and Decision-making modules.
– Feedback Module: collects feedback from the users regarding forecasts,
forecast explanations, and the decision-making options provided. Feedback
can be explicit or implicit, and can be used by the Forecasting, Active Learning, XAI and Decision-making modules to enhance their operation.
– User interface: enables users’ multimodal interactions with the system,
e.g., interact through the use of their voice, complemented by other modalities, such as on-screen forms. It enables the machine to provide information
to the user through audio, natural language, or other means such as visual
information.
The IISF provides a guide for understanding and implementing security for
systems that comply with the IIRA. In particular, the IISF provides guidelines
for securing each component of the IIRA while at the same time binding these
components together in a trustworthy system. They emphasize means to secure
the traditional Operation Technology (OT), as conventional IT security solutions do not apply directly to OT systems and services. The IISF specifies a
range of functionalities applied across all industry components in a horizontal
approach, i.e., a cross-cutting function. These functionalities include protecting
data, protecting (edge/cloud) endpoints, protecting communications and connectivity, security configuration, management, monitoring and analytics. Our
proposed architecture aligns with IISF. It defines a cyber-defense layer destined
to protect AI systems from cybersecurity attacks such as poisoning and evasion
attacks.
As depicted in Fig. 1B, the proposed architecture is well aligned with the
BDVA reference architecture model and thus can be directly utilized in various
additional domains, even beyond the Industry 4.0 domain. The BDVA architecture exploits as a backbone Cloud, High-Performance Computing environments,
and data sources and devices in the IoT and edge spaces. These will be exploited
in the proposed architecture’s scope to deploy the corresponding modules and
the diverse data stores – including the Knowledge Graph and the data processing
that needs to be performed on top of them. Aligning on that level of the BDVA
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reference models facilitates the direct deployment of the architecture modules
described above and presented in Fig. 1A. Of major importance are the components on the data analytics layer of the BDVA reference model, also addressing
the BDVA Reference Model Verticals in terms of time series, IoT, media, and
other datasets. Thus, the modules placed on the data analytics layer of BDVA
tackle the various types of data and can be utilized in combination with analytics models and techniques in various domains to provide additional information
(e.g., explainability outcomes). Additionally, the proposed architecture enhances
the BDVA reference model in Data Visualization and User Interaction by delivering a conversational interface to obtain feedback from the users and utilize it
in the data analytics scope.
We partially validated this architecture with an implementation based on EU
HORIZON 2020 FACTLOG and STAR partners’ real-world data. The implementation comprised demand forecasting models providing daily forecasts. We
created forecast explanations based on LIME[12] implemented decision-making
recommendations regarding manufactured goods transportation[13]. Finally, we
implemented a knowledge graph to link existing data semantically and an interface to collect implicit and explicit feedback regarding forecasts, forecast explanations, and decision-making options11 . While a productive version of the demand forecasting models exists, the latest forecasting models and the remaining
components were not deployed into production environments. AL and simulated
reality modules were not implemented.

4

Conclusions

This research introduces an architecture that integrates different components to
enable trusted and human-centered AI. In particular, we align the architecture
with the BDVA Reference Model to be directly utilized in additional domains
beyond the Industry 4.0 domain. Most architecture components were instantiated and validated on a real-world use case. Future work will focus on developing
AL and simulated reality modules and cyber-security enhancements. This architecture will be applied to multiple use cases, such as defect detection towards
the Quality 4.0 paradigm, in the EU H2020 STAR project.
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